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Decade pictures
Each decade of the jouirnal's
life is illustrated by boxes
listing important events, giving
a classic publication, and
showing a major work ofart
that is relevant to medicine and
health.
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1840s:
1850s:
1860s:
1870s:

1880s:
1890s:
1900s:
1910s:
1920s:
1930s:

1940s:
1950s:
1960s:
1970s:
1980s:

Sickness and Health by Thomas Webster (Victoria and Albert Museum)
Fading Away by Henrv Peach Robinson (Royal Photographic Society, Bath)
Playing at Doctors by Frederick Daniel Hardy (Victoria and Albert Museum)
The Gross Clinic by Thomas Eakins (Thomas Jefferson University Committee on Art,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
Dormitory of Hospital by Vincent van Gogh (Oskar Reinhart Collection, Winterthur)
Rescued from the Plague bv Frank William Warwick Topham (Guildhall Art Gallery)
The Sick Child by Pablo Picasso (Picasso Museum, Barcelona)
The Convalescent by Gwen John (Tate Gallery)
Hospital Ward by Hilding Linnqvist (National Gallery of Sweden, Stockholm)
Bed Making by Stanley Spencer (Sandham M1emorial Chapel, Basingstoke; National
Trust Photographic Library)
Concourse No 2 by Barbara Hepworth (Royal College of Surgeons)
Lord Moran by Pietro Annigoni (Royal College of Physicians)
The State Hospital by Edward Kienholz (Museum of Modern Art, Stockholm)
The River of Life bv John Piper (Charing Cross Hospital)
The Madhouse by Sergei Chepik (Roy Miles Fine Paintings)

EDITOR'S CHOICE
This commemorative issue considers a few of the
leading motifs in the BMJ over the past 150 years.
The original articles set these in both a historical
context and a contemporary one; the senior editors
have written leading articles on themes of their own
choice; and there is a cornucopia of illustrations,
relating to the articles and also showing the relation
between art and medicine since 1840 (also discussed in
Tony Delamothe's editorial (p 680)).
To start with, some major BMJ papers (p 702)

are brilliantly recollected on the cover by Elizabeth
Blackadder RA-who combines two traditions: the
accuracy and elegance of the botanical watercolourist
and the zest of the recent Scottish schools of painting.
And, given the high profile ofepidemiology throughout
our history, the choice of an author of the keynote
article was easy: its most distinguished active prac-
titioner today (p 683). Geoffrey Rose's counterpart
30 years ago, Sir Austin Bradford Hill, retains at 93
the intellectual curiosity of men half his age (p 752)
and he was an obvious source of information for details
of the early clinical trials (p 729), which enabled
the pharmaceutical companies to change their image
(p 724).

Both Rose and I (p 677) refer to Britain's social class
inequalities in health. These go back a long way, but
then, as F B Smith (p 734) and Dorothy Porter (p 738)
show, sometimes the BMJ has been less than kind to
social medicine-though perhaps the call to doctors to
campaign against population growth will redress the
balance (p 681). And the new approach, using the
"growing body of work that links poverty and
unemployment to ill health," is promising (p 708). The
example of Ernest Hart, the greatest editor the BMJIX
ever had, shows that persistence and lobbving can
bring about reforms (p 711).

Confrontation and journalology
We owe Hart a great deal: measures against air

pollution, anti-vivisection, deficient medical care in
the armed forces, and baby farming. Anne Summers
develops the theme of the Victorian army (p 717), with
a Falklands veteran, Richard Villar, showing how the
services have changed (p 721)-all too relevant as I
write with confrontation looming in the Middle East.
Roy Meadow paints a bleak picture of child abuse at
the end of the twentieth century (p 714), depressing

particularly for the lack of any clearcut answers to the
questions.

Journalology is a noun that the BMWJ can claim to
have invented, though it is now used on the other
side of the Atlantic as well. Our contributors (p 741)
explain recent developments and why journals must
be as rigorous as the best of science-as well as fun.
Apart from in general practitioner obstetrics (p 703),
nowhere were seriousness of purpose and fun better
combined than in Wlorld Medicine and, in a sort of
requiem, Michael O'Donnell records process and
outcome (p 760).

Clashes with the state
Underlying O'Donnell's article and several others,

however, is concern at the current threat to the
health service by the hasty imposition of untried
management methods. To be sure, all great truths
begin as blasphemies (at least in Bernard Shaw's view);
medicine needs a strong injection of efficiency, perhaps
on Japanese lines (p 679); and, as well as their struggles
for professionalisation (p 688), doctors have had major
clashes with the state before, particularly in 1911 and
1947, when they sometimes got things wrong (p 691,
p 694, p 700). Nevertheless, the unease is based both
on the lack of new funding and especially on the
absence of the scientific approach as used by those who
made discoveries and rediscoveries (p 763), entailing
consultation, pilot trials, and analysis.

Given, though, that the NHS changes are now law,
doctors have to try to implement the new system, and
Gordon Macpherson suggests how the BMA itself
might change (p 678). One thing is sure: in 2040 the
pattern of health care will be as different from that in
1990 as the latter is from 1940 and 1890. Will it have
been "downhill all the way" or "look, we have come
through"?

I thank Bill Bynum for providing the sections
on discoveries and classics of each decade; Tony
Delamothe for many of the ideas for commissioned
articles; Shirley Lock for choosing and obtaining many
of the illustrations as well as writing the captions; Jane
Smith for suggestions and seeing that everything was
done on time; and Deborah Reece for some inspired
creative editing.

Editor, BRM STEPHEN LOCK
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